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Due to the energy crisis and global warming issues, the wind energy is becoming one of the
most attractive renewable energy resources in the world. The drivetrains in the wind turbine
tend to fail more prematurely than those in any other applications. Gearbox is the
subsystem that causes the most downtime for the wind turbines. In the previous
research, only the torsional flexibility of the shaft was considered in the drivetrain
model. However, because the shaft is longer than other parts, and components
connected by the shaft affect each other via shaft bending, the flexibility of the shaft
cannot be ignored. In this study, a spherical joint that consists of three rotational springs
was used to define the shaft bending. This shaft bending will affect the drivetrain rotation,
the translational motion and the gear mesh contact force. Additionally, the eccentricity and
the nacelle movement are analyzed due to the coupled motion. In this paper, a
mathematical model of the drivetrain is proposed, which is a three-dimensional
dynamic model that includes flexible bearings, a gear mesh model, shaft flexibility,
eccentricity, and nacelle movement. The equation of motion of the drivetrain is derived
using Lagrange’s equation. The governing equation is solved numerically via direct
numerical integration. The dynamic responses of the system and contact forces
between the gear tooth in the time and frequency domains are calculated numerically.
The study shows that this dynamic model of the drivetrain will be highly useful for
subsequent studies on the wind turbine condition monitoring.
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INTRODUCTION

Due to the energy crisis, many countries are attempting to exploit various renewable energies. As one
of the promising renewable energy resources, the wind energy is increasingly attracting more
attention. The wind turbine, which is a physical system to convert the kinetic energy of the wind into
the electrical energy, is typically composed of the blades, drivetrain, tower and the foundation. The
drivetrain of the wind turbine tends to fail more prematurely than those in any other applications. Of
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all the components of wind turbines, high failure rates of gearbox
components have been observed in the wind industry since its
inception (Bhardwaj et al., 2019). These failures will lead to longer
downtime and high maintenance cost. The average rated capacity
of newly installed wind turbine has grown to 7.8 MW and the
rotor diameter of turbine rotor reaches up to 164 m by 2019
(European Wind Energy Association, 2020). Many studies have
been conducted to deeply investigate the dynamic response of the
drivetrain system (Nejad et al., 2014; Nejad et al., 2016). Using the
finite element method and multibody dynamic system, Dong
et al. (2014) analyzed the gear contact fatigue in the drivetrain
with a decoupled analysis approach. Xing andMoan (2013) found
out that the main shaft non-torque loads can contribute to the
bearing loads and gear displacements. Jiang et al. (2015) used the
integrated analysis for the contact fatigue analysis of planetary
gear pairs. Kumar and Roy (2020) incorporated mesh phasing
and effect of damping in the mathematical model of the wind
turbine drivetrain. Tan et al. (2019) considered the platform
motion for the planetary geared rotor systems in offshore wind
turbines and found the platform motions not only introduce
additional excitation frequencies to the drivetrain and increase
system vibration but also increase the risk of the resonance. Li
et al. (2020) developed an integrated drivetrain coupling analysis
model including non-torque loads, which lead to a non-uniform
planet load sharing. Yu et al. (2017) considered local tooth profile
errors and global mounting errors to investigate the dynamic
behavior of a cylindrical gear system. Shi et al. (2018))
mathematically investigated the shaft bending effect on the
dynamic response of the wind turbine drivetrain. He et al.
(2019) applied the time varying mesh stiffness for two-stage-
spur gear model considering the gear eccentricity. Wang et al.
(2020) found the gear eccentricity affect the gear meshing,
vibration amplitudes and frequency multiplication of the
transmission system during the vehicle acceleration process.

In the previous research (Shi et al., 2013), the torsional
multibody dynamic model was developed for studying the
dynamic behavior of the drivetrain under constant torque.
More detailed three dimensional(3D) models (Nejad et al.,
2016) were used to investigate the transient response of the
drivetrain in consideration of the translational motion of each
component. However, rigid shafts were considered in these
works. For larger wind turbines ( >10 MW), the deformation
of the shafts cannot be ignored for longer shafts. Moreover, rotor
eccentricity, which is caused by manufacturing defects, may affect
the dynamic behavior of the drivetrain. The nacelle movement
may also introduce additional loads on the drivetrain.

In this study, a typical drivetrain with a one-stage planet gear
and two-stage parallel gears is considered. A multibody dynamic
model is developed in this work and includes a turbine rotor,
gearbox components, and a generator. The shaft bending,
eccentricity, nacelle movement and varying gear mesh are
taken into account in this model. The dynamic analysis is
conducted via a rigid multibody modeling approach with
discrete flexibility that is based on the Lagrange’s formulation.

The dynamic responses of the system and the contact forces
between the gear-tooth pairs in the time and frequency domains
are obtained numerically via the step-by-step Newmark time
integration algorithm.

DRIVETRAIN MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Model Overview
A typical wind turbine drivetrain mainly consists of a rotor, a low-
speed shaft, a gearbox, a high speed-shaft and a generator. The
gearbox typically includes one planetary gear stage and two
parallel gear stages (Figure 1). In the previous study (Shi
et al., 2013), each component has one DOF, and only the
torsional stiffness of the shaft and the gear mesh are
considered based on the rotational coordinates. In the present
study, the drivetrain is modelled via a 3D rigid multibody
dynamic method with a discrete flexibility approach. The time
varying gear mesh stiffness between the mating gears, the bearing
stiffness, the shaft torsion and bending stiffness, and the kinetic
energy that is associated with both orbiting and rotating gears are
considered in the mathematical formulation. The eccentricity on
the component due to manufacturing defects and nacelle
movement is also considered.

Gear Mesh
The gear meshes are modeled with time-varying stiffness. The
gear mesh stiffness that varies periodically is represented by
Fourier series as a periodic signal in the present study (Lin
and Parker, 2002). A similar mesh stiffness is defined for the
parallel gear stage. Figure 2 presents an example with varying
gear mesh stiffness of the planetary stage and the parallel stages.

ω(P)
M � ωCNr (1)

ω(g12)M � ωg1Ng1 (2)

ω(g34)M � ωg3Ng3 (3)

ksp(t) � ksp + ksp
Csp

∑∞
l�0
[a(l)sp sin(ω(p)M t) + b(l)sp cos(ω(p)M t)] (4)

krp(t) � krp + krp
Crp

∑∞
l�0
[a(l)rp sin(ω(p)M t) + b(l)rp cos(ω(p)M t)] (5)

where Nr, Ng1, and Ng3 are the gear tooth number of ring gear,
gear 1 and gear 3; ω(P)

M ,ω(g12)
M ,ω(g34)

M are gear mesh frequency of
planet gear pair, gear 1–2 pair and gear 3–4 pair; ωC ,ωg1,ωg3 are
the rotational frequency of carrier, gear 1 and gear 3; ksp(t), krp(t)
are time varying stiffness of sun-planet and ring planet gear pair;
ksp and krp are the mean gear mesh stiffness of the sun-planet and
the ring-planet gear pair; Csp and Crp are the contact ratios of the
sun-planet and the ring-planet gear pair gear pair, respectively.
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Fourier coefficients in Eqs 4, 5 are

a(l)sp � − 2
lπ
sin[lπ(Csp − 2csp)]sin(lπCsp) (6)

b(l)sp � − 2
lπ
cos[lπ(Csp − 2csp)]sin(lπCsp) (7)

a(l)rp � − 2
lπ
sin[lπ(Csp − 2csp − 2crs)]sin(lπCrp) (8)

b(l)rp � − 2
lπ
cos[lπ(Crp − 2crp − 2crs)]sin(lπCrp) (9)

where csp, csp are phasing angles.
In previous study, the gear mesh is assumed as a function of

constant angular velocity. However, previous model cannot well
present the transient effect of the drivetrain system during the

FIGURE 1 | Schematic diagram of the wind turbine drivetrain.

FIGURE 2 | Time series of gear mesh stiffness.
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wind turbine start-up or emergency stop. In the current model,
the gear mesh stiffness is defined as a function of the varying
angular displacement with the eighth-order Fourier series (Eq. 6).
Table 1 presents the differences between the previous steady gear
mesh model and the varying gear mesh model. As discussed
previously, the varying gear mesh is a function of the angular
displacement. When external torque is applied to the rotor, the
angular displacement does not increase steadily. Compared with
the steady gear mesh, the varying gear mesh interacts more in
terms of the angular displacement. InTable 1, the current angular
displacement, velocity, and acceleration are functions of those
values from previous time step. Δu, Δv, and Δa are also functions
of u, v, and a from the previous time step in the steady gear mesh
model. However, these Δ values are not considered exactly. In the
Newmark method, each term is determined by a Taylor series,
and linearization of the acceleration is assumed. If we use a steady
gear mesh, the Newmark conditions are not fully satisfied.

Therefore, it is imperative to incorporate the variable gear
mesh concept for obtaining an exact solution.

f (x) � a0 + a1 cos(ωx) + b1 sin(ωx) + a2 cos(2ωx) + b2 sin(2ωx)
+ ... + a8 cos(8ωx) + b8 sin(8ωx)

(10)

where ω is the angular velocity of the gear and x is the angular
displacement of the gear, a0, a1, b1..., b8 are the coefficients from
Taylor expansion.

Figure 3 presents an example of the varying gear mesh
stiffness in a wind turbine drivetrain system. This model will
be used in the present study.

Eccentricity
Due to manufacturing defects, not all products can be
manufactured perfectly. Due to process limitations,
environmental conditions, or human error, eccentricity cannot
be effectively avoided for rotational components. In this section,
we assume that each component except the generator, has an
eccentricity of ei (Figure 4). The rotational displacements in the
z-direction between drivetrain models with and without
eccentricity are compared. As a typical example in this study,
the eccentricity is defined as 20% of each component’s radius
according to Yassa et al. (2019). Equations 11, 12 present the
coordinate of the center of gravity of component i including the
eccentricity.

FIGURE 3 | Varying gear mesh stiffness model.

TABLE 1 | Comparison of the different gear mesh models.

Steady gear mesh Varying gear mesh

Variable of gear mesh T θ � ωt
Effective stiffness Keff � Keff(t) Keff � Keff(θ)
Numerical Analysis Δu � Keff/ΔF ;

Δv � c
βΔtΔu − c

βvi + [Δt(1 − c
2β)]ai ;

Δa � 1
βΔt2 Δu − 1

βΔtvi − [Δt( 1
2β)]ai

Angular displacement Δu � f(t) Δu � f(θ)
Velocity Δv � f ′(t) Δv � f ′(θ) zθzt
Acceleration Δa � f″(t) Δa � f″(θ) zθzt + f ′(θ) z2θ

zt2
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xiG � xi + ei cosωit (11)

yiG � yi + ei sinωit (12)

where i � r (rotor), c (carrier), p (planet), s (sun), g1 (gear 1), g2
(gear 2), and g3 (gear 3).

Nacelle Movement
The previous studies assumed that the drivetrain is fixed in terms
of the nacelle and no movement of the nacelle is considered. In
this section, nacelle movement is considered using information
fromHan et al. (2012). In this project, a jacket-type offshore wind
turbine was used at 50 m water depth at K13 deep site in the
Dutch North Sea. Based on the analysis under operational
condition, we could obtain the nacelle’s acceleration. The
nacelle movement is considered as the inertia force, which is
the multiplication of nacelle mass and acceleration (Figure 5).

This force will affect the bearings and the shafts. In this work, only
the acceleration in the x-direction is considered. A random value
with mean acceleration from Han et al. (2012) is used for this
inertia force calculation.

Shaft Bending
A shaft can be modeled as a connection of two rigid bodies that
have five degrees of freedom, which include bending and
torsional displacement, except translational displacement in
the z-direction. A spherical joint is adopted to define the shaft
bending. The spherical joint provides three generalized
coordinates: rotations about the x-, y- and z-axes (Figure 1).
In the drivetrain system, the longitudinal extension of the shaft is
negligible compared to the rotational deflection and bending. The
shaft is defined as two links connected by a spherical joint at the
center of the links. Additionally, three springs are designated in
the spherical generalized coordinate directions to simulate the
shaft’s bending deflection characteristics using Timoshenko beam
theory (Kim and Yao, 2007; Jiang and Duan, 2011). Using an
elastic continuummechanics and the spring potential energy, Eqs
13, 14 express the potential energy of a Timoshenko beam (Jiang
and Duan, 2011). Finally we can obtain shaft bending stiffness by
equating Eqs 13, 14. The bending stiffness of the springs in the x
and y directions are obtained from Eqs 15, 16.

WT � 1
2EIy

∫L

0
M2(z)dz + 1

2GAs
∫L

0
F2
s (z)dz �

F2L3

6EIy
+ F2L
2GAs

(13)

Wk � 1
2
ky{[(1 − δ) FL

ky
]2

+ (δ FL
ky
)2} � F2L2

2ky
[(1 − δ)2 + (δ)2]

(14)

kx � (1 − δ)2 + δ2

L
3EIx

+ 1
GASL

(15)

ky � (1 − δ)2 + δ2

L
3EIy

+ 1
GASL

(16)

where As is the sectional area, δ is number of beam division, and L
is the beam length.

Equation of Motion
As shown in Figure 1, the wind turbine drivetrain is composed of
a rotor, a carrier, a planetary stage, two parallel stages, and a
generator. Each component is considered as a rigid body
(Shabana, 1994; Lee et al., 2002; Shlecht et al., 2006; Van der
Linden and de Souza Silva, 2009; Wang et al., 2009; Chopra,
2011). Various system properties, including the mass, the
moment of inertia, and the stiffness, were obtained from
previous work (Shi et al., 2013). The equation of motion is
presented in terms of the mass, stiffness, and damping matrices.

In this paper, Lagrange’s equation was used to derive the
equation of motion (EOM) (Bathe, 2006; Craig and Kurdila,

FIGURE 4 | Eccentricity of a rigid component.

FIGURE 5 | Illustration of nacelle movement.
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2006). Regarding to the system properties, the varying gear mesh
stiffness is used. We reflected these changes in the stiffness
matrix. The relative displacements are given in Eqs 17–23.

δϕrc � ϕr − ϕc (17)

δϕsg1 � ϕs − ϕg1 (18)

δϕg3GN � ϕg3 − ϕGN (19)

δspx � −rcϕc + rpϕp + rsϕs + xp + xs (20)

δrpx � rcϕc + rpϕp − rrϕr + xp (21)

δg12x � rg1ϕg1 + rg2ϕg2 + xg1 + xg2 (22)

δg23x � rg2ϕg2 + rg3ϕg3 + rg2 + rg3 (23)

Equations 24, 25 express the total kinetic and potential energy
of the system, respectively. The eccentricity mass in the kinetic
energy term can be expressed as the percentage of the radius. kb
represents spring stiffness about the x and y directions of each
component.

T � 1
2
mr[( _xr − a1ωr sin(ωrt))2 + ( _yr + a1ωr cos(ωrt))2] + 1

2
Jrx( _θr)2

+ 1
2
Jry( _ψr)2 + 1

2
Jrz( _ϕr)2 + 1

2
mc[( _xc − b1ωc sin(ωct))2

+ ( _yc + b1ωc cos(ωct))2] + 1
2
Jcx( _θc)2 + 1

2
Jcy( _ψc)2 + 1

2
Jcz( _ϕc)2

+ 3
2
mp[((rc cos(ϕc) − rcϕc sin(ϕc)) _ϕc + ( _xp − c1ωp sin(ωpt)))2

+ ((rc sin(ϕc) − rcϕc cos(ϕc)) _ϕc

+( _yp + c1ωp cos(ωpt)))2]+ 3
2
Jpz( _ϕp)2+ 1

2
ms[( _xs− d1ωs sin(ωst))2

+ ( _ys + d1ωs cos(ωst))2] + 1
2
Jsx( _θs)2 + 1

2
Jsy( _ψs)2 + 1

2
Jsz( _ϕs)2

+ 1
2
mg1[( _xg1 − e1ωg1 sin(ωg1t))2 + ( _yg1 + e1ωg1 cos(ωg1t))2]

+ 1
2
Jg1x( _θg1)2 + 1

2
Jg1y( _ψg1)2 + 1

2
Jg1z( _ϕg1)2

+ 1
2
mg2[( _xg2 − f1ωg2 sin(ωg2t))2 + ( _yg2 + f1ωg2 cos(ωg2t))2]

+ 1
2
Jg2z( _ϕg2)2 + 1

2
mg3[( _xg3 − g1ωg3 sin(ωg3t))2

+ ( _yg3 + g1ωg3 cos(ωg3t))2] + 1
2
Jg3x( _θg3)2 + 1

2
Jg3y( _ψg3)2

+ 1
2
Jg3z( _ϕg3)2 + 1

2
mGN[( _xGN − h1ωGN sin(ωGNt))2

+ ( _yGN + h1ωGN cos(ωGNt))2] + 1
2
JGNx( _θGN)2 + 1

2
JGNy( _ψGN)2

+ 1
2
JGNz( _ϕGN)2

(24)

V � 1
2
kLSSx(δθrc)2 +

1
2
kLSSy(δψrc)2 + 1

2
kLSSz(δϕrc)2 + 1

2
kISx(δθsg1)2

+ 1
2
kISy(δψsg1)2 + 1

2
kISz(δϕsg1)2 + 1

2
kHSSx(δθg3GN)2

+ 1
2
kHSSy(δψg3GN)2 + 1

2
kHSSz(δϕg3GN)2 + 3

2
krp(δrpx)2

+ 3
2
krp(δrpy)2 + 3

2
ksp(δspx)2 + 3

2
ksp(δspy)2 + 1

2
kg12(δg12x)2

+ 1
2
kg23(δg23x)2 + 1

2
kbr(xr)2 +

1
2
kbr(yr)2 + 1

2
kbc(xc)2

+ 1
2
kbc(yc)2 + 3

2
kbp(xp)2 + 3

2
kbp(yp)2 + 1

2
kbs(xs)2 +

1
2
kbs(ys)2

+ 1
2
kbg1(xg1)2 + 1

2
kbg1(yg1)2 + 1

2
kbg2(xg2)2 + 1

2
kbg2(yg2)2

+ 1
2
kbg3(xg3)2 + 1

2
kbg3(yg3)2 + 1

2
kbGN(xGN)2 +

1
2
kbGN(yGN)2

(25)

Using the kinetic and potential energy, we can derive
Lagrange’s equation and the equation of motion (Eqs 26,27).
Vector Q is a vector of generalized forces. The gravity and non-
linear terms are included in vector Q in Eq. 28.

L � T − V (26)

where T, kinetic energy; V, potential energy.

TABLE 2 | Main properties of the drivetrain configuration.

Parameter Value

Jrz – inertia of the rotor (kg·m2) 4.18 × 106

Jcz – inertia of the carrier (kg·m2) 57.72
Jpz – inertia of the planet (kg·m2) 1.12
Jsz – inertia of the sun (kg m2) 0.86
Jg1z – inertia of the gear 1 (kg·m2) 14.32
Jg2z – inertia of the gear 2 (kg·m2) 1.62
Jg3z – inertia of the gear 3 (kg·m2) 0.20
JGNz – inertia of the generator (kg·m2) 93.22
kLSSx – bending stiffness of the LSS in x-direction (Nm/rad) 1.34 × 108

kLSSy – bending stiffness of the LSS in y-direction (Nm/rad) 1.34 × 108

kLSSz – torsional stiffness of the LSS in z-direction (Nm/rad) 7.19 × 107

kISx – bending stiffness of the IS in x-direction (Nm/rad) 2.48 × 107

kISy – bending stiffness of the IS in y-direction (Nm/rad) 2.48 × 107

kISz – torsional stiffness of the IS in z-direction (Nm/rad) 1.40 × 107

kHSSx – bending stiffness of the HSS in x-direction (Nm/rad) 2.83 × 106

kHSSy – bending stiffness of the HSS in y-direction (Nm/rad) 2.83 × 106

kHSSz – torsional stiffness of the HSS in z-direction (Nm/rad) 0.15 × 107

krp, ksp– stiffness of the tooth pairs in the low-speed planetary gear
stage (N/m)

0.73 × 108

kg12 – stiffness of the tooth pairs in the 1st high-speed parallel gear
stage (N/m)

2.02 × 109

kg34 – stiffness of the tooth pairs in the second high-speed parallel gear
stage (N/m)

0.11 × 108

rc – radius of carrier (m) 0.27
rp – radius of planet (m) 0.16
rs – radius of sun (m) 0.11
rg1 – radius of gear 1 (m) 0.29
rg2-1– radius of gear 2_1 (m) 0.095
rg22 – radius of gear 2_2 (m)th 0.185
rg3 – radius of gear 3 (m) 0.08
α – pressure angle (°) 20
Gear ratio 34.654
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d
dt

⎛⎝δL
δ _qj

⎞⎠ − δL
δqj

� Qj j � 1, 2, 3 . . . 36 (27)

where [Q � Qg(t) + Qext(t)]

[J] €ϕ→+ [C] _ϕ→+ [K] ϕ→ � Q (28)

SIMULATION
Numerical Analysis
TheNewmark-βmethod is used to solve the equation ofmotion (Eq.
28). This method assumes that the accelerations between
consecutive times are constant (Kim et al., 2013). Under this
assumption, the displacement and velocity at t + Δt can be
determined with Eqs 29, 30:

_ut+Δt � _ut + [(1 − β)€ut + β€ut+Δt]Δt (29)

ut+Δt � ut + Δt _ut + [(1
2
− α)€ut + α€ut+Δt](Δt)2 (30)

The parameters α, and β represent how the acceleration
affects the velocity and the displacement at time Δt. In this
study, we set α � 1/4 and β � 1/2 to guarantee the stability and
accuracy.

M €ut+Δt + C _ut+Δt + Kut+Δt � Qt+Δt (31)

Equation 31 is the equation of motion at t+Δt. By substituting
Eq. 30 into 31, €ut+Δt can be re-expressed as ut+Δt. Substituting it
into Eq. 29, we can re expressed _ut+Δt as ut+Δt. Finally, we obtain

FIGURE 6 | Angular displacement difference between the torsional model and the 3D model.
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equations €ut+Δt and _ut+Δt which are expressed in terms of ut+Δt.
From these results, we can determine ut+Δt by substituting these
equations into Eq. 31.

ut+Δt � [ 1

α(Δt)2 [M] + β

α(Δt) [C] + [K]]− 1
× {Qt+Δt

+ [M]( 1

α(Δt)2ut + 1
α(Δt) _ut + ( 1

2α
− 1)€ut)

+ [C]( β

α(Δt)ut + (β
α
− 1) _ut + (β

α
− 2)Δt

2
€ut)} (32)

where €ut+Δt and _ut+Δt can be determined from Eqs 33, 34.

€ut+Δt � 1

α(Δt)2 (ut+Δt − ut) − 1
α(Δt) _ut − ( 1

2α
− 1)€ut (33)

_ut+Δt � _ut + (1 − β)Δt €ut + βΔt €utΔt (34)

Simulation Condition
Table 2 presents generic information about the drivetrain.
Regarding the bending characteristics of the shaft, we derived
the spring stiffness using Timoshenko beam theory, which
assumes that the potential energy and the spring potential
energy have the same magnitude (Jiang and Duan, 2011). It
was assumed that the aerodynamic torque is Taero �
15,000 Nm, and the electromagnetic torque is −30% of the
aerodynamic torque due to the gearbox transmission
efficiency. The rotor is exited with an angular velocity of
6 rpm.

FIGURE 7 | Gear mesh contact force comparison between the torsional model and the 3D model.

TABLE 3 | Comparison of the gear radius ratio and the average gear mesh
stiffness.

Planet-Sun Gear 1–Gear 2 Gear 2–Gear 3

Radius ratio 1.4545 3.0526 2.3125
Average of gear mesh
stiffness

0.73 × 108 N/m 2.02 × 109 N/m 0.11 × 108 N/m
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Angular Displacement Comparison
Between the Torsional Model and the
Three-Dimensional Model
In previous torsional model, we assumed that each rotation
occurred according to the shaft stiffness and the gear mesh
which is represented by only rotational coordinates. However,
rotation and translation are completely coupled by the bearing
and the shaft in the 3D model. These behaviors affect each other.
Hence, we can expect the coupled vibrations among the
components.

Figure 6 presents the angular displacement difference between
the torsional model and the 3D model. The angular displacement
difference is presented for each component with respect to its
rotational degree of freedom. It is oscillating according to the
reference line. In Figure 6, there are periodic vibrations that have
a zero-mean value. The magnitudes of vibration are increasing

through the drivetrain due to the gear ratio. From this result, it is
found that the vibrations of each component are similar trends
with similar oscillating period and magnitude.

Contact Force Comparison Between the
Torsional Model and the Three-Dimensional
Model
The gear mesh is the most important part of the mechanical
transmission system and it is also one of the most risky parts in
the system. If an external force that is larger than the allowable
force is applied to the system, the gear teeth will be adversely
affected. In this chapter, the gear mesh contact force is compared
between the torsional model and the 3D model.

Figure 7 plots the gear mesh contact force in the time domain.
The results of two simulations demonstrate that the contact force
has a constant period of approximately 0.4 s. The contact force is
periodically presented due to the periodic gear mating. In the 3D
model, irregular vibrations are observed around the periodic

FIGURE 8 | FFT of the gear mesh contact force.
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contact force. This phenomenon is caused by the backlash. In the
torsional model, there is no factor that can cause the backlash
except the angular displacement about the z-axis. Similar trend
can be observed by comparing Figure 7 to Figures. 2, 3. However,
the 3Dmodel has five degrees of freedom. Each degree of freedom
is not separated due to the shafts. Each shaft has a bending
stiffness that can affect all five degrees of freedom, namely, the
gear mesh will not contact and detach regularly.

From the above results, the regular contact force results for
the torsional model could be obtained. The zero minimum
value of the contact force is identified for torsional model.
Hence, two points on each gear are not affected when they are
sufficiently fall away. However, this phenomenon is different
for the 3D model. Due to the coupledmotions of shaft bending and
bearings, the vibration is not regular and occasionally attains the
negative contact force. This is due to the occurrence of bearing and
shaft bending, which cause the disturbances that include additional
relations between the gear teeth when the gear teeth sufficiently
separate away.

In each gear stage, a larger rotation between gear 1 and gear 2
is expected because they have the largest gear mesh stiffness and
the largest gear radius ratio (Table 3). However, irregular
vibrations occurred in the planetary gear stage more
frequently compared to the parallel gear stage. Therefore, the
shaft bending has significant effect on the dynamic response of
planetary gear. In the planet gear stage, the sun gear and the
planet gears are connected by a low-speed shaft and an
intermediate shaft, and there are three planet gears. In
contrast, there are only two gears in the parallel gear stage.
Therefore, the planetary gear stage has higher risk, and its
results agree with the gear mesh contact force results.

The gear mesh contact force in the frequency domain is
presented in Figure 8. The gear mesh frequencies and its
harmonic terms can be easily identified as dots mark in the
plot. Frequencies of 18.30 Hz in the planetary gear stages,
63.06 Hz in gear 1–gear 2 stage, and 128.50 Hz in gear 2–gear
3 stage are dominant, and integer multiples up to n of each
harmonic term are also represented. Gear 2-gear 3 has a higher

FIGURE 9 | Comparison of the gear mesh frequency and the sideband frequencies.
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FIGURE 10 | Eccentricity influence on the angular displacement of each component.

FIGURE 11 | Eccentricity influence on the gear mesh contact force of each component.
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gear mesh frequency due to its high angular velocity compared
with other gear stage. Although the gear contacts of the ring-
planet gear and planet-sun gear differ in terms of their mesh
stiffness, the same gear mesh frequencies could be identified.
Frequencies larger than 300 Hz may relate to the flexibility from
bearing and shaft bending.

In the 3D model, irregular peaks are observed, which are
additional evidence of the coupled motion. Thus, it is necessary to
include the shaft flexibility in the whole drivetrain model.
Coupled relative motion can create additional vibration peaks;
however, there is no large difference of the main characteristics of
the system. Figure 9 shows a magnified view of the gear mesh
frequency and the sideband peaks when the torsional model and
3Dmodel are used. The location of the gear mesh frequency is the
same and there is a shift for the sideband frequencies. The
sideband distance is longer than that in the torsional model,
namely, the system has a faster and longer rotating frequency
signal compared to the torsional model. Therefore, if there is a
strong shaft bending effect or eccentricity problem in the mass
distribution, the gear mesh contact period becomes short and
irregular small vibrations will occur.

In the drivetrain system, analysis in the frequency domain is
used to identify the defects. Most problems are caused by the gear
eccentricity, backlash, and bearing but not due to the gear wear.

In these problems, the additional sideband peaks are identified
around the gear mesh frequency, and the peak magnitudes will be
also different.

Eccentricity Problem of Each Component
In the manufacturing process, not all the product could be made
perfectly. For example, there are many production problems
which include machine error, not well-mixed materials, and
environmental conditions etc. Due to these problems, we may
get unexpected rotation results that are caused by the eccentricity.
In this chapter, the eccentricity of each component except the
generator is considered among the simulations. From these
results, we compared the rotational displacements between
systems with and without the eccentricity. The eccentricity
was defined as 20% of each component’s radius, which is also
considered in reference (Yassa et al., 2019). The planet gear causes
the largest vibration due to the rotor eccentricity. Figure 10
presents the vibration results from seven simulations. The effect
of the eccentricity is not significant. However, a general effect on
the drivetrain system of the planet gear eccentricity is observed.

To identify its effects on the gear mesh contact force, it is better
to characterize the gear mesh contact force that corresponds to
each component’s eccentricity. As the eccentricity of the rotor
critically affects the dynamic responses of the drivetrain

FIGURE 12 | Gear mesh contact force in the nacelle movement simulation.
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according to Figure 10, Figure 11 shows each gear mesh contact
force with 20% eccentricity of the rotor. Even though the gear
mesh contact force in the parallel gear stages, which include
Gear 1 and Gear 2, shows a similar trend from the 3D model
with 20% eccentricity of the rotor and from the 3D model
without eccentricity, the planetary gear stages periodically
exhibit irregular vibrations. The forces appear to be
acceptable because the maximum value and the minimum
value of the gear mesh force are not change significantly,
which shows that the eccentricity problem cannot affect the
relative gear mesh problem directly. However, there are many
peaks in the high frequency region when the gear mesh
frequency is investigated. This is the evidence of the shaft
bending effect. The planetary stage is connected with a low-
speed shaft that is long compared to the high speed shaft that is
connected to the parallel gear stages. Hence, high bending
stiffness with the eccentricity can induce irregular vibrations
of the planetary stage.

Nacelle Movement
In this chapter, the nacelle movement effect on the dynamic
response of the drivetrain system is investigated. Due to the
acceleration of the nacelle, its movement is considered as the
cause of the external force (6,250 N), which is obtained from the
project in reference (Han et al., 2012). Figure 12 presents the gear
mesh contact force with and without the nacelle movement.
Similar trends could be identified for both contact forces with
and without nacelle movement. The nacelle movement effect on
the contact force is larger than the effect from the eccentricity and
shaft bending. Therefore, the nacelle movement affects the gear
mesh contact force directly.

CONCLUSION

A 3D mathematical model of a wind turbine drivetrain was
proposed in this study using multibody dynamics. The
governing equation was derived using Lagrange’s equation.
The model took into account the flexibility of the gear mesh
by using linear springs with time-varying stiffness, shaft bending,
component eccentricity and nacelle movement. The shaft
bending can affect the gear mesh contact force. As a result,
irregular vibration occurs and the gear teeth are always

subjected to loads even though two gear teeth detach away.
Planetary gear stages are more sensitive to shaft bending and
eccentricity than the parallel gear stages due to their complex
geometry. As discussed in this study, in the wind turbine
drivetrain system, the low-speed shaft and the intermediate
shaft should be examined regularly. Additionally, the
eccentricity in the mass distribution should be considered.

In addition, the effect of nacelle movement on the dynamic
characteristics of the drivetrain was investigated. The nacelle
movement can affect the gear mesh contact force directly. The
results demonstrate that the gear teeth may damage due to rapid
nacelle movement.

Further validation against experimental results will be carried
out in the future work.
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